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William joined Chambers in October 2022 upon successful completion of his pupillage. He is developing a broad practice in
line with Chambers’ specialisms and welcomes instructions in all of Chambers’ practice areas. He has already had exposure to
appearing alone both in the High Court and at full trial in the County Court (on the multi track).

Before coming to the Bar, William read History at Robinson College, Cambridge where he achieved a Double First, and was
awarded a Senior Scholarship alongside several prizes, including the Trevelyan History Prize. He then completed an accelerated
Law with Senior Status degree at Keble College, Oxford before achieving a Distinction at Bar School alongside the City Law School
Scholarship for Academic Excellence.

 

Expertise

Commercial Litigation

Resisted an appeal against a mortgage provider: Mortgage Express v Ramsay [2023] EWHC 566 (KB) (Freedman J);
Defended a claim for damages for wrongful termination of a services contract following a two day trial: Abbey Wood
Services Limited v Intelligent Resource Limited and Ors (21 October 2022, unreported, HHJ Monty KC);
Advised on the frustration of a contract for the provision of an online video recruitment platform during the Covid-19
pandemic;
Appeared on behalf of an international brewer in an unjust enrichment claim;
Defended a leading UK bookmaker at trial on a claim for breach of contract;
Defended a well-known high street bank at trial on a claim for breach of contract;
Applied to strike out a claim for breach of contract against a recruitment company;
Defended a leading mobile network operator at trial on a claim for breach of a commercial lease.
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Civil Fraud, Asset Recovery & Injunctive Relief

Advised and drafted statements of case in a multi-party fraud dispute involving allegations of knowing receipt and claims
for personal/proprietary remedies;
Document review in a large commercial court action involving allegations of fraud.

Professional Liability

William is regularly instructed to draft pleadings, advise on, and appear in both applications and trials in professional negligence
claims.

Defended a firm of solicitors at trial on a claim for professional negligence arising out of an application for a High Court
interim injunction;
Resisted an application to join a conveyancing solicitor;
Defended a claim against a surveyor following the discovery of asbestos at a property;
Applied to strike out a claim against a surveyor arising out of the Party Wall Act 1996;
Defended a claim on installation of a Cavity Wall Insulation system.

Sports Law

Represented a football player charged with doping offences by their national body (led by Kendrah Potts).
Represented a jockey charged with breaches of the British Horseracing Authority Rules of Racing.

Company & Insolvency

Applied to set aside a statutory demand under The Insolvency (England and Wales) Rules 2016.

Construction

Acted in a complex multi-million pound claim concerning the design and construction of a well-known building in London
(led by George McDonald and Roger Stewart KC)
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